Luxembourg, September 7, 2020

Newsletter for students and their parents

Dear students, dear parents, Madam, Sir,

We hope you had a very good vacation and we welcome you for the start of the school year 2020-2021
which is fast approaching. After an unprecedented school year, it will be our pleasure to welcome you
back to our school.
Given the specific context of this new school year, it is important for us to inform you about the
modalities and schedules as well as the sanitary measures currently in force.
You had just a weekend in March to adapt to remote learning, which certainly required a great effort
from each family and you have taken up the challenge with commitment, patience and responsibility
to face this unprecedented situation and thus allow for continuity in the learning of the students.
Together, we have learned to adapt teaching and learning to the indispensable health constraints while
keeping our focus on the well-being and academic success of our young people.
We can therefore build on our recent experiences and propose a serene start to the new school year
by guaranteeing the safety and health of the entire LML school community, while at the same time
ensuring that all students can continue their learning and find their friends again.

Back to school
In an effort to avoid large group gatherings, we have planned to replace our traditional welcome
session with a classroom welcome for students.
7th grade classes
The start of the 7th grade school year will take place on Wednesday, September 16, 2020 from 8.30am
to 11.20am. Classes will begin on Thursday, September 17 according to the normal class schedule,
from 8.30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Classes of 6th-1st
Classes will resume on Thursday, September 17, 2020 at 8.30 am. Reception will take place on
Thursday morning at 8.30 a.m. in the presence of the homeroom teacher in the classroom. From 10.30
a.m., classes will resume according to the normal schedule.
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How do I know where to go on the first day of school?
7th grade classes
The name of the class is displayed on the label of this mail. The classrooms are located in the 'Galileo
Galilei' wing (wing 7000). The path to the classrooms will be posted from the main entrance of the
school and our socio-educational staff will be present from 7.30 am to guide the students.
Parents can of course accompany their children to the entrance of the building, but without access to
limit the number of people inside the school.
The members of our accompaniment services (educational service, SePAS and ESEB) as well as the
homeroom teachers will welcome the students and assure their welcome in their new class through
discovery activities.
A small snack (croissant and milk/juice) will be offered during the morning, obviously in compliance
with the sanitary measures in force.
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Classes of 6th-1st
Please consult the WebUntis application on the evening of Wednesday, September 16 to get
information about the class and the corresponding timetable and classrooms. The map with the
classrooms will also be available on our website.
On-campus assistance will be available on September 17 from 7.30 am. Class lists and classrooms will
also be available in the school buildings.
The homeroom teacher will explain and remind students of the health measures in effect on the first
day of class.

A school start in the COVID19 context
General health measures
We wish to inform you that we will maintain all the health measures set by the government under
COVID-19. The cleaning of sensitive areas (toilets, handrails, door openers, ...), as well as the restocking
of soap and paper dispensers will be done continuously.
Individual hygiene measures (hand hygiene, coughing and sneezing into the elbow) and "social
distancing" measures outside the class group will obviously remain in force.
Wearing a mask remains mandatory throughout the school (playground, corridors and classrooms).
The obligation to wear a mask in the classroom remains in force at least until the All Saints' Day
vacations. Depending on the evolution of the sanitary situation, the measures may be adapted.
We count on your understanding and cooperation in the face of a rigorous application of health and
social distancing measures. Any voluntary incivility against these measures will be considered as a
breach of safety measures.
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In order to limit movement within our premises, each class will have the majority of its classes in its
own room, within the limits of the rooms available. Some classes will take place in special rooms
(science, music and art) according to the learning objectives. One-way traffic is signposted in the
stairwells as well as in the majority of the corridors.
In order to limit the spread of coronavirus by aerosols, regular ventilation of classrooms and other
school premises is of particular importance. The temperature in classrooms and other school premises
will thus be able to vary according to the meteorological weather. We advise you to adapt your clothing
accordingly.
Pedagogical approach
As the situation remains unpredictable, we have opted for a proactive approach in order to guarantee
continuity in learning independent of the 'in school or remote learning' scenario. This allows us to
maintain the pedagogical and didactic methods that have proven to be very effective in terms of
learner autonomy and collaborative distance learning.
With the obligation to wear masks in classrooms, we can accommodate whole class groups in the
greatest possible safety without having to resort to alternating teaching of smaller groups.
Teams will be used as unique platform for communication and cooperation in all classes and subjects.
Our remote learning policy will be implemented from day one in case of isolation or eventual
quarantine.
School restaurant
The modalities of operation for our school canteen are being finalized and will be posted on our
website. Please note that we have the following restaurants and sales points at our disposal:
-

Cafeteria 'Milu' in the main building (hot dishes)
Point of sale 'Lobby' (sandwiches and salads)
Cafeteria in the sports complex (hot and cold dishes)
Restaurant 'Um Weier' in the university building (hot and cold dishes, grills)
New restaurant 'Agora' located near the LTC (hot and cold dishes, grills).

We appeal to everyone's responsibility to ensure friendly lunches while respecting the health of the
entire school community.
Vulnerable students
During the past school year, a number of students were identified as vulnerable. It is important to us
that every student be able to fully participate in education from the beginning of the school year,
regardless of their health status, whether at school or remotely if necessary.
In order to organize distance education for the students in question, our social workers are contacting
parents to clarify the needs for 2020-2021.
Parents of vulnerable students who are new to our school in September are asked to contact Mrs. Kyu
Thull kyu.thull@lml.lu (288315 330) or Mrs. Noémie Urbing noemie.urbing@lml.lu (288315 331) in
order to be able to respond to the needs of the students concerned.
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iPad classes
We participate with our classes 7G, 7IEC, 6G, 6IEC, 4GCM, 4GGE, 4GSN, 3GCM, 3GGE, 3GSN, 2GSN and
1GSN in the national one2one project (www.one2one.lu).
The modalities for signing contracts if the student in the concerned classes does not already have an
iPad one2one, are explained in the letter attached hereto.

As the situation is evolving, we must continue to adapt our procedures if necessary in the interest of
the education of our students and the health of the entire school community, including of course the
families. General information will be communicated either through Webuntis/Isams or on our web
page. More targeted information will be available on Teams or by individual mail.
Before concluding, we recommend that all members of the school community take a screening test
before the start of the school year.
Do not hesitate to contact the SPOES service or the school secretary's office if you have any questions
or concerns.
We wish you a good start to the new school year and would like to thank you for your kind
consideration.

Pascale Petry
Directrice

Sandra Tanson
Diretrice adjointe
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Robert Goedert
Directeur adjoint

